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Why Space Applications?

Climate change 

Increase of world population

Food security Global Health 

Habitat and 
biodiversity loss

Ocean conservation 

Water scarcity 
Sustainable industrial 
development 
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* Gross Added Value 

How space is contributing?  
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Space4Environment

Objectives

• Contribute to identification of maritime 
users' needs and challenges and favour
their interaction with service providers; 

• Contribute to the promotion of satellite-
based solutions’ benefits for the 
maritime professional community; 

• Support the development of policy 
recommendations for a wider uptake of 
satellite-based solutions.
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Rooting for plant health
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SASEMAR: Protecting Spanish 
Coasts from environmental 

accidents

The user:

Sociedad de Salvamento 
y Seguridad Marítima-
SASEMAR (ES)

The challenge:

Oil spills and illegal 
discharges from ships 
threatening the spanish
coasts

The satellite solution:

IBISAR. Web-based platform. 
science and satellite-based 
downstream service . Helping 
coastal authorities in identifying 
ocean current datasets to 
improving SAR and pollution 
control operations

The benefit:

increased capacity reaction 
in case of an emergency at 
sea of its operators;
Containment of potential 
natural disasters at sea; 

Setting course for sustainable maritime activities
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Satellite applications for sustainable forestry

Sustainable forest 
management and reforestation 

through satellite imagery

The user:

Vojvodinašume, the 
serbian public entity in 
charge of the region’s 
forests and forest land

The challenge:

Intensive farming and 
urban sprawl;
time and resources-
consuming manual field 
inspections;
appropriate management 
plans for its forest units

The satellite solution:

High-resolution remote sensing 
data is purchased yearly through 
public procurement. The data is 
used as a complement to field 
observations to improve forest 
area estimations and plan sample 
plots.

The benefit:

Reduced time and human 
resources costs connected to 
field inventories; map forest 
and wood types, which 
translated into evaluations of 
forest growth.
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Satellite data streams for Europe’s freshwater

Satellite information to 
improve management of water 

resources

The user:

Tensift Hydraulic Basin 
Agency

The challenge:

Intensive farming and 
droughts decreasing the 
level of acquifers;
Water waste 

The satellite solution:

daily satellite imagery on the snow 
cover and its water equivalent, to 
estimate water availability 
land cover maps and satellite 
imagery, combined to estimate 
evapotranspiration and assess 
water demand for agriculture.

The benefit:

Satellite imagery allows to 
better estimate water 
availability and demand from 
agriculture, and to ensure an 
efficient and effective use
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Success stories will foster the relations between
service providers and end users.

The Success Stories aim at addressing communities 
outside the space sector and offer them the 
opportunity to express their needs and to present their 
challenges. 

The objective is to favour the integration of satellite-
based solutions in their workflow. 

Eurisy database of success stories
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Thank you!

Follow us:

Do you want to partner with Eurisy or 

know more about satellite applications?

CONTACT US!

https://www.facebook.com/eurisy1

@Eurisy1

linkedin.com/company/eurisy

www.eurisy.eu

https://www.facebook.com/eurisy1

